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From: Mabel Lee
To: Mindy Landau
Date: 12/10/01 1:22PM
Subject: Fwd: Re: Sensitive NUREG

Mindy: based on Ann's Email would you please withdraw NUREG/CR-0442 from public access. Thanks

>>> Ann Beranek 12/1 0/01 11:00AM >
Ed and Mabel -

Is the senior person mentioned in Mindy's attached email Gil Millman? He is away all week.

Can one of you send the request to Mindy that NUREG/CR-0442 be withdrawn?

Ann

CC: Ann Beranek; Edward Oklesson; Gilbert Millman
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From: Mindy Landau
To: Ann Beranek
Date: 12/10/01 10:47AM
Subject: Re: Sensitive NUREG

Ann, in NMSS and NRR the office directors designated one or two managers/senior staff to approve any
program office staff recommendation for certain documents to be withdrawn from public access. If RES
designates such a person, and that person approves the request to withdraw the document, I would
forward the request to remove the document to the ADAMS/CIO staff. They are also in charge of
removal via NTIS, GPO, etc. The PDR staff will also remove the document from public access. Just let
me know who the senior person designee is and we can forward the request.

>>> Ann Beranek 12/10/01 08:39AM >>>
Mindy-

Is there a procedure or pathway to remove a sensitive document from public availability?

RES has determined that NUREG/CR-0442 (1978) should be withdrawn from the PDR (see attached
request). But should it not also be withdrawn from GPO, NTIS, and our DISTRIBUTION group? Is there
a way to globally check other NRC web sites? I was not able to find the NUREG/CR in ADAMS.

Please let me know if there is a procedure for removing sensitive documents, or a central person or
office who will check all methods of public availability.

Thanks!

Ann Beranek, RES

CC: Edward Oklesson; Gilbert Millman; Mabel Lee


